Efficient User Identity Management Through Centralized AAA Services

In today's fast-paced and competitive business landscape, effective Identity and Access Management (IAM) has become a core factor for modern businesses. In this digital era, where data breaches and cyber threats are on the rise, effectively managing and controlling digital user identities and user access to sensitive information is of paramount importance. IAM enables organizations to authenticate and authorize individuals within their network, ensuring that only authorized personnel can access specific resources and systems.

**Single Sign-On**

An authentication process in which a user is provided access to multiple applications/websites by using only a single set of login credentials such as username and password. Preventing user need to log in separately.

**Multi-Factor Authentication**

miniOrange boasts an industry leading list of 15+ MFA methods with high customizability and security. We also offer our miniOrange authenticator mobile application via Google play store and Apple app store.

**Risk-Based Adaptive Authentication**

With miniOrange, you can incorporate adaptive authentication policies that trigger in response to your employees' risk scores. We support restriction methods such as IP restriction, Location restriction, Device restriction, Time restriction.

Visit [https://www.miniorange.com/iam](https://www.miniorange.com/iam) to view more
User Lifecycle Management

miniOrange automates the process of creating, deleting, and managing user accounts across multiple applications and services, simplifying user management and sync across platforms and reducing the risk of errors or security vulnerabilities to your organization.

AD Sync & Self Service Password Management

Seamless integration with your AD/LDAP, enabling automated synchronization of user accounts, groups, attributes. Self service password management empowers your users to reset their AD passwords themselves, reducing the burden on IT help desk and increasing productivity.

Identity Federation

Federate your user identities to any trusted IDP for a seamless and secure user experience. We provide out of the box integration with various authentication directories like Active Directory, ADFS, LDAP or HRMS systems for authentication and provisioning.

Our customers love us, and here's proof!

- We are one of the highest rated Identity & Access Management software's on Gartner Peer Insights.
- We have been ranked #1 on G2 for Best Estimated ROI, Best Support & High Performer multiple years in a row.
- Our presence on Gartner Digital Markets extends from Capterra to Software Advice and GetApp with great reviews all over.

miniOrange is now part of the Gartner Peer Insights™ Customer First program for the Identity and Access Management market.
Benefits at a glance

Business Value
- Strengthen your digital identity with our secure identity platform
- Advanced self-service user management with password reset & account recovery
- Centralised identity dashboard for unified resource management

Deployment options
- On-Premise
- Cloud
- Hybrid

Compliance & Audit Readiness
- SAMA Compliance
- Aramco Compliance
- GDPR Compliance

Business Value
- Scalable, highly available, and disaster-ready
- All in one installation for hassle-free deployment of IDAM, SSO, MFA & PAM
- Capable of scaling from a few hundred to millions of user identities

Competitive advantages

- Industry focused solutions
- Customizable solutions
- Ease of use
- Competitive pricing
- Multiple deployment options
- Extensive library of integrations
- 24x7 Global customer support
Enterprises in the United States and other regions trust miniOrange for their identity security needs

Indian multinational engaged in EPC Projects, Hi-Tech Manufacturing and Services

Healthcare Insurance Reciprocal of Canada

Private Research University in Baltimore, Maryland

One of the top 100 Public Research Universities in the world

Singaporean multinational banking and financial services corporation

One of the largest premier events space with more than three million annual visitors

Canadian Multinational conglomerate

Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services, United States Government

Professional ice hockey team based in the Phoenix metropolitan area

About Us

miniOrange offers a comprehensive range of security products like IAM, CIAM, PAM solutions, to address the distinct security requirements of businesses of all sizes and across various industries.

We possess over 10+ years of experience in the security domain, and we continuously leverage that expertise to provide exceptional service to our customers.